III. Conclusion

The concept of the origins of medicine in VM is original. There is no such concept extant in Greek classical literature. However, VM is also a typical product of the 5th century secular thinking about the nature of things and institutions which was predominated by Sophists and draws on speculations into the origins of human culture, especially that of Democritus. An intellectual atmosphere of this kind apparently influenced the author of VM despite his proclaimed hostility to philosophy. Therefore, On Ancient Medicine can not be viewed as a singular and absolutely autonomous product.

Summary

IS THE CONCEPTION OF THE ORIGINS OF MEDICINE IN THE HIPPOCRATIC TREATISE DE VETERE MEDICINA (VM) ORIGINAL?

In this article the author attempts to give an answer whether the conception of the origins of medicine in the Hippocratic treatise De vetere medicina (VM) is original or not? If we want to judge the originality of the theory of origins of medicine in VM, we should first investigate whether there were analogous, similar, or identical theories in other fields of human knowledge in 5th century Greece or not. According to the author the concept of the origins of medicine in VM is original. There is no such concept extant in Greek classical literature. However, VM is also a typical product of the 5th century secular thinking about the nature of things and institutions which was predominated by Sophists and draws on speculations into the origins of human culture, especially that of Democritus. An intellectual atmosphere of this kind apparently influenced the author of VM despite his proclaimed hostility to philosophy. Therefore, On Ancient Medicine can not be viewed as a singular and absolutely autonomous product.